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WHY ATTEND IMTS 2024?
Here are the top 10 reasons why you 
should visit Mazak at IMTS 2024.

Discover more with Mazak at IMTS
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Make more with advanced machine tools  
and solutions
Automate your processes with Mazak and move forward 
with unattended machining.

Stay ahead of the cutting edge
Experience our latest advanced machine tools in action, 
plus the support, training and financing that will make 
your Mazaks the stars of your shop.

Solve your toughest challenges
Meet with our application experts and industry specialists. 
Share your toughest projects and get practical solutions to 
overcome them.

The industry’s best service and support
See how Mazak MPower Complete Customer Care goes 
beyond service to fold in training, support, parts – and all 
for the life of every Mazak.

Outstanding applications expertise
We’re bringing together some of metalworking’s leading 
minds to address the challenges of modern manufacturing 
with new ideas and perspectives.

Discover a world of new high-production solutions
The Mazak SYNCREX Series redefines Swiss-style machining 
of small, precise parts – and you’ll see the latest game 
changers in our lineup.

Be part of the exclusive VIP experience 
Get Ez access to our full lineup of cost-effective, 
automation-ready Ez Series machines, some of which 
deliver full 5-axis and Multi-Tasking capabilities – all Ez 
machines are manufactured in our U.S. headquarters in 
Florence, Kentucky.

Make Multi-Tasking work for you
Not sure where Multi-Tasking fits in your workflow? 
Experience the power of our world-renown INTEGREX 
machines and see what they can do for what you make.

Keep your machining accuracy dead-on 
Accuracy matters, especially as part tolerances get tighter 
and turnaround times shorter. Our high-precision HCN NEO 
series of machines are ready for full automation and to 
boost your shop’s output of high-quality parts.

Celebrate our 50th anniversary with us
Since 1974, we’ve led the industry in innovative technology 
and customer service from our Florence, Kentucky, campus. 
Like you, we’re manufacturers with the goal of always 
providing you, our customers, the tools and service to 
ensure your business success.

REGISTER FOR IMTS TODAY VISIT OUR IMTS WEBSITE


